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A CLASS OF SPACES WHOSE COUNTABLE PRODUCT

WITH A PERFECT PARACOMPACT

SPACE IS PARACOMPACT

1. Introduction.

By

Hidenori Tanaka

All spaces are assumed to be TVspaces. In particular,paracompact spaces

are assumed to be T2. The letter <y denotes the set of natural numbers.

Let us denote by 3?{X) the class of allspaces (regular spaces) whose product

with every paracompact (regular Lindelof) space is paracompact (Lindelof). On

the other hand, let X' be the class of regular spaces whose product with every

regular hereditarily Lindelof space is Lindelof. Then it is clear that XCX'.

A general problem is to characterize 3?(X) (Tamano). T. Przymusinski [13]

posed the following problem: If X^9?(X), then is X(" paracompact (Lindelof)?

Furthermore, E. Michael asked whether X' is closed with respect to countable

products. K. Alster [2], [3] gave a negative answer to E. Michael's problem.

He showed that there are a separable metric space M and a regular Lindelof

space X such that for every regular Lindelof syace Y and neo>, the products

YxXn and X10 are Lindelof but MxX" is not. However, if X is a separable

metric space or I is a regular Cech-complete Lindelof space or I is a regular

C-scattered Lindelof space, then A's6i". The firstresult is due to E. Michael

(cf.[10]), the second one is due to Z. Frolik [7] and the third one is due to

K. Alster [1].

Let S)C be the class of all T2-spaces which have a discrete cover by com-

pact sets. The topological game G(3)C, X) was introduced and studied by R.

Telgarsky [16]. The games are played by two persons called Players I and II.

Players I and II choose closed subsets of II'sprevious play (or of X, if n=0):

Player I's choice must be in the class S)C and IPs choice must be disjoint from

I's. We say that Player I wins if the intersection of IPs choices is empty.

Recall from [16] that a space X is said to be a S)C-likespace if Player I has

a winning strategy in G{WC, X). The class of j0C-like spaces includes all

spaces which admit a <r-closure-preservingclosed cover by compact sets, and
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paracompact, a-C-scattered spaces. R. Telgarsky proved that if X is a para-

compact (regular Lindelof) 0C-like space, then X^&(X). M.E. Rudin and S.

Watson [14] proved that the product of countably many scattered paracompact

spaces is paracompact. Furthermore, A. Hohti and J. Pelant [9] showed that

the product of countabiy many paracompact, <r-C-scatteredspaces is paracompact

(cf. [6]). K. Alster [4] also proved that if Y is a perfect paracompact space

and Xn is a scattered paracompact space for each neo>, then YxIlXn is

n<=a>paracompact.

In this paper, we discuss paracompact (regular Lindelof) 2)C-likespaces and

generalize K. Alster's results. More precisely, we show that if Z is a perfect

paracompact (regular hereditarily Lindelof) space and F, is a paracompact

(regular Lindelof) 3)C-＼ikespace for each i<=a), then ZxJJYi is paracompact

(Lindelof). Therefore, if X is a regular Lindelof 3)C-＼'ike.space, then I^Ei".

2. Topological games.

The topological game G(2)C, X) is described in the introduction. F. Galvin

and R. Telgarsky showed that if Player I has a winning strategy in G(3)C, X),

then he has a stationary winning strategy in G(WC, X), i.e.,a winning strategy

which depends only on IPs previous move. More precisely,

Lemma 2.1.([8]). Player I has a winning strategy in G(3)C, X) if and only

if there is a function s from 2X into 2X'C＼3)C,where 2X denotes the set of all

closed subsets of X, satisfying

( i ) s(F)ciF for each F^2X,

(ii) if {Fn: new} is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of Xsuch that

s(Fn)r＼Fn+1=0 for each n&a), then C＼Fn=0.
n6cu

The following resulls are well known.

Lemma 2.2(R. Telgarsky [16]). Le X and Y be spaces,and let f: X^Y

be a perfectmapping from X onto Y. If Y is a S)C-likespace, then X is also

a cpiC.-likasharp..

Lemma 2.3 (R. Telgarsky [16]). // a space X has a countable closed cover

bv 3)C-like sets,then X is a 3)C-like sbace.

Recall that a space X is scattered if every non-empty subset A of X has

an isolated point of A, and C-scattered if for every non-empty closed subset A

of X, there is a point of A which has a compact neighborhood in A. Clearly
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scattered spaces and locally compact T2-spaces are C-scattered. Let X be a

space. For each F^2X, let

Fw= {x<=F: x has no compact neighborhood in F}.

Let Xm=X. For each successor ordinal a, let Xw=(XCa-^)a＼ If a is a

limit ordinal,let Xca:>= (~＼XcP＼ Notice that a space X is C-scattered if and

only if Xw=0 for some ordinal a. If X is C-scattered,let ;=inf{<a:: XCtt)^0}.

We say that X is the C-scattered height of X. A space X is said to be o-

scattered {o-C-scattered) if X is the union of countably many closed scattered

(C-scattered) subspaces.

Lemma 2.4.(R. Telgarsky [16]). (a) If a space X has a a-closure-preserving

closed cover by compact sets, then X is a <DC-likespace.

(b) // X is a paracompact, a-C-scattered space, then X is a 3)C-like space.

Lemma 2.5.(R. Telgarsky [16]). // X is a paracompact (regular Lindelof)

S>C-likestace. then lefffi1).

For topological games, the reader is refered to R. Telgarsky [16], [17] and

Y. Yajima [181.

3. Paracompactness and Lindelof property.

Lemma 3.1(K. Nagami [11]). For a paracompact {regular Lindelof)space

X, there are a paracompact {regular Lindelof)space Xo with dim XO^.O and a

Perfectmabbins fr '.Xn~^X from X, onto X.

Let A be a set. We denote by A<0> the set of all finite sequences of ele-

ments of A. If T=(a0, ■■■, an)^A<a) and a^A, then rca denotes the sequence

(fl0,■･･, an, a).

The following is the main result in this paper.

Theorem 3.2. // Z is a perfect paracompact space and Yt is a paracompact

3)C-likespace for each *eo), then ZxTLYi is paracompact.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, for each few, there are a paracompact space Yit0

with dim Y it0^0 and a perfect mapping ft: Yii0―>Yi from Yiy0 onto F,. Let

Z=0FiiOW{a}, where a^＼JYt^. The topology of X is as follows: Every
tew ' i&a>

Yi,0 is an open-and-closed subspace of X and a is isolated in X. Then Z is

a paracompact space with dim^<0. It follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that
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X is a 3)C-like space. Define /: JlYi.o-^JlYi by f(y)=(ft(yty)iea>for 3;=

(yJiea^ILYi.o- Then idzXf:ZxHYi.0->ZxJIYt is a perfect mapping

from ZxH^i o onto Zx II F*. Since Zx U Y< 0 is a closed subspace of Zx
iGtM ie≪ tea)

Xa, in order to prove this theorem, it suffices to prove that ZxXw is para-

compact.

Let us denote by <B the base of ZxXR consisting of sets of the form B ―

UBX TLBi, where UB is an open subset of Z and thereis an ne<w such that

for each i^n, Bx is an open-and-closed subset of X and for each i>n, Bt―X.

For each B=UBX ILBt&&, let n(fl)=inf {jeo>: Bj=X for each j^i}.

Let O be an open covering of ZxXm and let OF be the set of all finite

unions of elements of O. Put O'=|Sg5: BdO for some O£0F}. Let JC=

{U Kt: Ki is a compact subset of Z for each *e<y}. For each zgZ and /Te
tea

J{, let KiZiKi={z＼xK. Then there is an O^OF such that K(a)c0. By

Wallace theorem in R. Engelking [5], there is a BgJ such that K^K^dBdO.

Thus we have B(eO'. Define n(#<,.jr))=inf{w(0): OeO' and /f£g>/r)c0}. It

sufficesto prove that C has a <r-locallyfinite open refinement.

Let s be a stationary winning strategy for Player I in G{S)C, X). Let B―

UBX TLBiG^B such that for each i^n(B), we have already obtained a compact

set Cub,a °f£f(C,mj,≫(/?≫=0- Cx(.b.o―0 may be occur for i<n{B)). We

define GmJ(B) and j@mJ(B) of collectionsof elements of .0 for each m, /ew.

Fix *^n(5). If Cx<;b.≫*0, let WW≪=£i. put ^(5, 0= R5, 0} and /'(fi,0

= {r(5, i)}. Let C(B,i)={Cr. X^A(B,i)} = {CxlB.o}, and w(fi, ≫)={^: T^

F{B,i)} = {WnB,o}≪ Assume that Chb,o=0- Then there is a discrete collec-

tion C(B, i)={Cx: A^A(B, i)} of compact susbets of Z such that s{Bt)=

＼JC(B,i). Since 5f is an open-and-closed subspace of X, Bt is a paracompact

space with dim5j^0. Then there is a pairwise disjoint collection <W{B,i)=

{Wr: Y(=F{B, i)} of open subsets in Bt (and hence, in X), satisfying

( i ) W(B, i) covers Bit

(ii) Every member of W(B, i) meets at most one member of C(B, i).

In each case, for J^FiB, i), Kr=Wrr＼Cx if Wr meets some (unique) Cx.

If Wrr＼{＼JC(B,z))=0, then we take a point pr^Wr and let Kr= {pr＼. Thus,

if Cx<B.a±0, thenKriBti)=WnB.onCUB,tt = CiCB.i>. Put AB^T{B, 0)X ･■･X

r(B, n(5)). For each 3=(r($, 0),･■■, T(d,n(B)))^AB, let K(d)=Kn3,0,X ■■■X

^rca.nCB))X{a}X---X {a}X-, and let JCB= {K(8): 8^AB}. Then JCBCIJC. For

each zGf/s and <5=(r(<5,0),･■■, T(d,n(B)))^AB, let r(K^,Ka≫)^=m&x{n(KCz,Km:),

n(B)}. Fix z(=UB and 5=(r(3, 0),･･･,r(3, m(5)))gJb. Take an O,,s=t/2,3X

II Oj jjGO' such that /^(zk(3≫cO2 s and n(K(, KC8≫)=n{Oz s). Then we can
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take an HCz KC8^ ―H

(ill) Httix

z 5X IIHu KCd≫ t(^£B such that:
i<=to

n

1 = 0

Hiz.Kcd≫.iXXX ･･■XXX ･･･cO,,j

and zgB, sCLUBC＼Uz 8,
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(iv-1) For each i with n{Ku,KiS≫)<i^r{Ku,Ki5≫), let #c*.*ca≫.i=WVc3.o,

(iv-2) For each i<n(KtZtK(.d≫) with i^n(B), let Hu.Kisv.i be an open-and-

closed subset of Wn8,o such that Krcs.odH^^Q^^dO^s.i,

(iv-3) For each z with n(B)<i<n(KUtK<id≫), let HCz KC8≫^ {a},

(iv-4) In case of that r(KiZtK(.§≫)= n(B), let Hi2 Km^A―X for n{B)<i. In

case of that r(/ra,X(5)))=n(jf;CUKca)))>n(JS),let HUtKcmii=X for n{KiZiKC8≫)£i.

Then we have Kc^KC8^cHC2 KC8:>:i.Fix mew and let Fm(AXd))={2e£/B:

≪(^cs.A:ca)))^wz}.Then FmCK"(5))= W{tf2,g: n(/Ccz.K<5)>)^m}. Since Z is a per-

fect paracompact space, there is a family q/5>m= jj q/^mJ) where tVs.mj^

{Va: a^Ss,m,j}> of collections of open sets in Vm(K(8)) (and hence, in Z)

satisfying

(v) Every member of cVd.m is contained in some member of {^,5:

(vi) <Vd,m covers Vm(K(d)),

(vii) cVd.mj is discrete in Z for each jeoj.

For /e<o and aGSs,mj, take a 2(a)eFm(/C(5)) such that FacHz<a)>5. Put

W8=m^Wr(j5,oxXX-XXx- and Fa,a=FaX^5. Then {F≪i3: 5eJfl, m, 7

eo> and a^3s,m,j} is a collection of elements of B such that for each 5<E:AB>

m, j(EO) and a^3s,mj, Va,dCB and {Fa,s: 5eJB, m,/gg> and aG.S'gmjj

covers 5.

(viii) For each m, yeai, {F≪,5: dezf5 and ae£"5,,,,_,-}is discrete in ZxX"＼

Fix m, j<=o). Let (z, ^eZxI41 and x = (Xi)jea). For each i^n(B), since

Z?iis an open-and-closed subset of X, we may assume that xte.Bi. There is

a unique d=(7(d, 0),･･･, 70, n(B)))^AB such that x(eWs. Since <Vt.m.} is dis-

crete in Z, there is an open neighborhood U of z in Z such that £/meets at

most one member of cVs.mj- Then UxWd(BB and t/xWa meets at most one

member of {Va,8-: 8'^AB and a^38',m.j}- Thus {Fa>8: 8<=AB and aGflj]Mii}

is discrete in ZxXa.

For each d<=JB, m, jeto and a^3i,mJ, let Ga,5=yaX n^wa),^≪≫,iCFa,a
t£ai

and 38,mJ(B)={Ga,8: a^38,mj}- Define Sm.j(B)=＼J{Sd,m.j(B): ≪5eJB}. Then

we have

(ix) For each m, /sa), every member of £mj(B) is contained in some

member of O'.
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(x) For each m, j<ekd, £mJ(B) is discrete in ZxX"1.

This is clear from (viii).

Fix d=(r@, 0), ■■･, y{d, n{B)))^AB, m, yea and a^S8.m.j- Let Ad {0, 1, ･･■,

K^(≪(≪),x≪)))}- In case of that r(KCtia>.KC8≫)= n(B). For each ie^A, let Ba,AA

=Wrcs,o-HC2Ca:>tKmhi. For each i£A with i<n(B), let BaiAii = Hlila^KC8^ti.

For each i>n{B), let BaMti=X. Put Ba,A=l/(tXlIB(≫,iij. In case of that
iecu

^(-K'ceCa).A-ca)))= n(K'(ica).if≪)>)>n(5). For each igA with i^n(B), let BaA,t=

Wn5,≫ ― #(*(≪),irc<5)>,i-For each i£A with i£n{B), let BaiAti=HCtCa:)iKti^ii.

Let n(B)<i<n(K<tla)iK(i8≫). If ze,4, let BaMii=X―HCzla^Kl8^.i= c l＼o- If

i<£A, let Ba.A.i=Hizia＼Ki8≫.i= {a}. For i^n(KiiWiKC8≫), let Ba,A,t=X. Put

fiu^^xn^^j. In each case, Ba Aii<Z.Bi for each /geg>. Notice that if
iea>

Ba,A^0, then n(B)<n(Ba,A). By the definition, Va,3=Ga,3W(W{Ba.ii: Ad

{0, 1, ･･･, r(Kczca-),k≪≫)}})･ Since n{K^Aa)tK^y)^m, for a subset y4c{0, 1, ･■■,

maxjm, n(fi)}}, let Bs.m,j,A(,B)= {Ba,A : a^Bs,n,j, Ba,A is defined and 5a,^0}.

For m, ;ea>and ,4c{0, 1, ■■■, max{m, n(B)}}, define igm,;^(J6) = W{i9(i,m,j,^(5):

deJB}. Then, by (viii), we have

(xi) Every mmJtA{B) is discrete in Zxlffl.

Let jgmJ(B) = ＼J{$mJ,A(B): Ad{0, 1, ･･■, max{m, n(5)}}. Then, by (xi),

(xii) For each m, /ew, BmJ{B) is locally finite in Zxl".

Fix a flu=^XlI5u,(e^≫j.i(fl) for 5=(r(5, 0), ･･･, T(d, n(5)))GJB)

m, j<=<o, a^Ss.mj and A(Z{0, 1, ･･･, max{m, n(B)}}.

(xiii) For each z'g.4 with i<Ln(B) such that C/j(s,or=0, s(Bt)nBaMii=0.

Since BaM.i = ^r≪.o - #<*<a).K≪≫.i,s{Bt) r＼Ba,Ati = (＼JC(B, i))C＼(Wns.o-

"(z(.a),K(.d≫.i)―Ky(5,i)~-"<j<a),̂ C5)),i―0 ･

For each 2^^4 with i<n{B), a compact set /^rcg,o is contained in Ba<AA ―

H(zw,KC5≫,i- Let C;(flaiil.o=/CrW,i). For each /^A with n(B)<i<n(KCUayK<:d^),

let C^(Ba>il,≫={fl}. For each fsA, let CnBa,A.u = 0-

Now we define 5r and jRr for each rG(<yXa))<<9 with ri=0. For each m,

yea>, let Q^D = Q^^{ZxXm) = Qm,i{ZxXa>) and ^(m,y) = 5(m,;-,(ZxZffl) =

$m,ij(ZxX(0). Assume that for t(b{(oX(o)<w with t^0, we have already obtained

Qr and ^r. For each 6e5r and m, jG(y, we denote Smj(B) and $mJ{B) by

5recm,.?>(£)and ^TeCm,j)(fi) respectively. Define 3re<m,.≫= U{5te<7!i.≫(#): B(E^T}

and ^re(m.j) = W{^rec≫j}(5): B^$T).

Our proof is complete if we show

Claim. ＼J{St: r£(ft)Xa))<(" and r=£0} is a a-locally finite open refinement

of 0'.
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Proof of Claim. Let t^(q)Xo))<w and r^0. By the construction, $Ta$.

By (ix), every member of QT is contained in some member of O'. By (x), (xii)

and induction, QT is locally finite in ZxXw. Assume that ＼J{QT: t^{(dX(d)<w

and r^0} does not cover ZxXw. Take a point (z, x)GZxP-W|W5r: re

((t)Xa))<a> and r^0}. Let * = (*<)≪=≪,. Take a unique 8{0) = 7(8(0), Q)(EeAZxXo>=

r{ZxXM,0) such that x^Wiw. Let K(Q)
= K(8{0)) e JCZxX≫ and let m(0) =

n(Kcz.Kw)- Choose a /(0)e<o such that (z, x)eU5m(o)l;M(ZXls')W

(W5B(0),i(0)(ZxIfl)). Letr(0) = (m(0),y(0))e<yXa>. Since (z, x)^W5r(o), there are

an a(O)E55(O)imCO)j(o) and v4(0)CI{0, 1, ･■･ , m(0)} such that (z, x)<=BaWMW and

JSaCo),^co)G^rco)(^xZw). Weh&veQ=n(ZxXa>)<n(BaW,Am). For £a(0),A(0), take

a unique 5(l) = (r(3(l)), 0), ･･･, r(5(l), ≪(£≪≪,),4cc≫)))ezIBa(o)^(o) such that xeF^(1).

Let /C(l) = A:(3(l))GjCflaC0)iil(0) and m(X) = n(KCg.Kcl≫). Take a y(l)ea* such that

(z, x) e U5ma),,(1)(JBaco),4co)) U (W^mci)lKo(5≪co).4co))). Let r(l) = ((m(0),
y(0)),

(m(l), y(l)))e(a>Xa>)<(y. Since (z, x)^U5r(1), there are an a(l)Ga5(1),ma)ii(O and

^4(l)CZ{0, 1, ･･･ , max{m(l), n(BaWiAW)}} such that {z, x)(=BaWiA(.o and 5a(1),^(1)

e.Sra)(Ba<0>iil(0)). We have n(5a(o),^(o))<n(J6a(1)M(0). Continuing this matter,

we can choose a sequence {5(6): &e≪}, a sequence {K{k): k^Eco} of compact

subsets of Xm, where K(k)= IT K{k)t^ JC, sequences ＼m{k): ^eco}, {j{k): k^a)}

of natural numbers, a sequence {r(k): &ea>} of elements of {wX(a)<m, where

T(k) = ((m{0), y(0)), ･･･ , (m(&), j{k))), a sequence {a(^): /2GEg>}, a sequence {/l(^):

i^E(o| of finite subsets of o>, a sequence {Baik^,A(.k-)"- k^co} of elements of $

containing^, x), where Baik^Aiki = VaatiX II BaCkXMk),i, satisfying the follow-

ing: Let k^(D. Assume that we have already obtained sequences {d{i) :i^k},

{K(i):i£k}, {m(i):i^k}, {j(i):i^k}, {z(i):i^k}, {a(j):i^k), {A(i):i^k}

and {BaCO,Aco: i-^k]. Then

(xiv) 8{k + 1) = (7(8(k + 1), 0), ･･･ , r(8(k + 1), n(BaCk,,AU>))) e ^Ba^,Mky

Wsck + D is a unique element of {Ws: 5EJBa(i)iAU)} containing x,

(xv) ≪:(ife+ l)=A:(3(fe + l))eJCfla(,)i2l(jb),

(xvi) m(k + l) = n{Kc,.Kai+1≫), and y(^ + l)Ga*. Let r(fe + l) = ((m(0), /(Q)), ･･･,

(m(fe+n, yu+D)),

(xvii) a(fe + l)GEiS'a<*+1),mc*+i)1>c*+i) and A(k + 1) c {0, 1, ･･･ , max{m(£ + l),

(XVlil) (^, X) GE
5a(A

+ l),ACA +l) ^
V'acj

+ u X
H

-SaCft +l),^C* + l),i> ■OaCA +l),^C* + D ^
i ecu

-Rrc*+i)(-6aCA)MCfe)); and ^(^{ij.ifHXnlfidi+iucs+i)),

(xix) For each i^n(Baik^Ai^) with i^A(k + l) such that C;(Ba.UMa),o =

0, S{Bacii^,A(.k^,i)r＼BaCk +l'),A(.k+l'),i:= 0,

(xx) For each i^n(BaWtAW) with z'<^/l(£ + l) such that CuBaCkhAa>i^

0, A'(* + l)i=C^aafjk).ila).i)-
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Assume that for each zea), ＼{k££a)°.i^A(k)} ＼<a), where ＼A＼ denotes the

cardinality of a set A. Then for each z'etu, there is a ^gw such that i<kt

and if k^ku then i<£A(k). Then, by (xx),

(xxi) For each ze<y and k^ku K{k)i=K{ki)i.

Let A = n^(^<)jeJ{. There is an OelO' such that KCz X)c0. By (xviii)

and (xxi), take a £2^1 such that n(0)^n(5acA-n,4c*-o) and if itS=n{0), then

K(k)i=K{ki)i. Then we have /f(2iK(≫)CO and hence, m(k) = n{K(.z,KCk≫)<Ln(O).

Since ≪U>) e 5V*),m≪>,.7U), n(KCzCaa^,KCk^) ^ m{k). For 2 with n(O)^i^

n(5≪(*-≫,x(≫-i)). by the definition, #(≪<≪≪≫.*≪≫.i= WW*>.≪- Hence /Un

{n((9), ･･･, nC^acft-D.^c*-!,)} = 0. Since (<?,x) se BaCkXA^ and B4(t),i(i) e

-Rra) (^act-o.^c*-!)), there is an i'eA(fc) such that ^f^^a<ac*)),Kc*)).i- Thus

i<n{0) and xi(EflttC≪,x(*),i::=W/r(≪5c*),i)-^<2(ac*)),A'(≪),i-Since jg^*), £<£*.

For each ^'>^, Kik'^CZB^^.Aaxi- Thus Kik^d BaW,ACk,,i- Since /C(fc)tC

Htz(ack≫,K<ik≫,i, we have K(k)i^K(kt)i. This is a contradiction. Therefore

there is an jew such that | {&gg> : z'e,4(/e)}| =<w. Let {k(B(D: i<=A(k) and z'<;

n(5≪(*)Mc*))} = {fet: t(B(o}. Let fea). Since CjUBaCjtj,ilc*t,l≫.=0, if kt+i= kt + l,

then, by (xix), s{Baik0,AU0A) r＼5aC*t+1)M<*t+1).i = 0- Assume that &£+1

>
*t + 1. Since /frc3c*t+n.o = c^csffat+1),^a£+1),i) = ^^Bac^+i-D.AcA^j-i)-^ c

HoAaat+1xKat+l≫,i> we have s(J3a<*t,.il(*t).<)nBa<jkt+1).^c*t+1).i=0- Since s is a

stationary winning strategy for Player / in G{3)C, X), f＼Baik.) Aekt> v=0. But

xf(E n BaCA,) Ac≫f)i> which is a contradiction. It follows that W{5r: re(6>Xct>)<<y
tew £' £'

and r=£0} is a covering of ZxX1". The proof is completed.

Remark 3.3. Let M be the Michael line and let P be the space of irrational

numbers. It is well known that MxP is not normal. M is a hereditarily

paracompact space. But M is not perfect. Since P is homeomorphic to o)a>,we

cannot omit the condition "Z is perfect" in Theoiem 3.2. Furthermore we

cannot replace "Z is a perfect paracompact space" by "Z is a hereditarily

paracompact space" in Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.4. // Z is a perfect paracompact space and Yt is a paracompact

space with a a-closure-preserving cover by compact sets for each j'scd,then Zx

II Yt is paracompact

i£<w

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.4 (a).

Similarly, by Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.4 (b),

Theorem 3.5. If Z is a perfect paracompact space and Yt is a paracompact,
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a"-C'scatteredspace for each few, then Zx JJYi is paracompact.

For a space X, let 3[X^ denote the Pixley-Roy hyperspace of X. Every

Pixley-Roy hyperspace has a closure-preserving cover by finitesets and is o-

scattered. For a space X, the following are equivalent (see H. Tanaka [15]):

(a) EF[X] is paracompact; (b) ff[X2] is paracompact; (c) ff[Xn] is paracompact

for each ne<*> and (d) 1[_Xn~＼mis paracompact for each n, mew. T. Przy-

musinski [12] posed the following problem: If £F[<＼]is paracompact, then is

3＼_X"＼mparacompact? We have

Theorem 3.6. // Z is a perfect paracompact space and Yt is a space such

that ffCFf] is paracompact for each i<=a), then Zx II ^[Fj] is paracompact.

It is well known that Z is a regular hereditarily Lindelof space if and only

if Z is a regular perfect Lindelof space (R. Engelking [5]).

Theorem 3.7. // Z is a regular hereditarily Lindelof space and Yt is a

regular Lindelof 2)C-likespace for each i<=a),then Zxn^i is Lindelof. Hence,

if X is a regular Lindelof 3)C-like space, then ^ei1'.

Proof. By Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1, we may assume that for each few, Y* is

a regular Lindelof 2)C-like space with dimFj^O. Let X= @YiU{a＼, where

i P(D

a^＼JYi. Define the topology of X as the proof of Theorem 3.2. It suffices

to prove that ZxXm is Lindelof.

Let & be the base of ZxX°> defined in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and let

O be an open covering of ZxXw. Define O' and n(B) for each BeS as before.

We show that O' has a countable open refinement. By the proof of Theorem

3.2, O' has a <y-Iocallyfiniterefinement g = ＼j{gn: nea>} such that fiC5. For

each m<=(i),let pm: ZxXm~^ZxXm be the projection from Zx^onto ZxX"1.

For n, mea), let Sntm={G<=Qn: n(G)£m}. Then Qn = ＼J{Sn_m: m<=(i)}for each

neo>. Put MB,m = pm(S＼im)―{pm(G): Ge5b,w) for n, metu. Then every Mn_m

is locally finite in ZxXm. By Lemma 2.5, every ZxXm is Lindelof. Then

foi each n, m(=w, Mn_m is countable. Hence every Qn,m is countable. Thus

Q ―VJ{Qn: n(E(!)}=＼J{Sn,m: n, meo>} is countable. It follows that ZxXa is

Lindelof. The proof is completed.

Theorem 3.8. If Z is a regular hereditarily Lindelof space and Yt is a

regular Lindelof space with a a-closure-preserving cover by compact setsfor each

i<=a), then Zx YlYi is Lindelof.
teco
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Theorem 3.9. // Z is a regular hereditarily Lindelof space and Yt is a

regular Lindelof, a-C-scattered space for each fety, then ZxYlYt is Lindelof.
ieoi
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